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This manual describes three studies suitable for use as classroom
lab exercises in social science classes dealine wi tIl the follm·]ing
topics: research r:tethods, correlation, expectancy effects, personality
measurement, and astrology. The appendix contains all necessary
materials and forms (except for the daily newspaper horoscope forecasts
needed for Study 3), optional statistical tests, and reprints of our
research findings on this topic.

The lab exercises are designed to illustrate the use of the
scientific method in answering questions about everyday events; they
provide answers to the following questions:

Study 1

A. Hhat is the validity (perceived accuracy) of astrologically-based
personality descriptions?

B. Do expectancy effects influence judgments of the accuracy of
astrologically-based personality descriptions?

Study 2

A. Are there sex differences in horoscope reading habits and in belief
in astrology?

B. Is the personality dimension "locus of control" related to horoscope
reading and belief in astrology?

Study 3

A. \mat is the validity (perceived usefulness) of daily horoscope forecasts?

B. Do expectancy effects influence judgments of the usefulness of daily
horoscope forecasts?

METHOD

One, two, or all three studies may be done with the same students.
If Study 1 is included, it should be done first and before any mention of
astrology is made.

For each study, there are two options, A and B. Option A deals with
question A, option B with question B. Note that option B is always the more
complex and requires that option A be done first.

Before the labs are presented, you may want to ask the class:

1) How could one find out if personality descriptions based on "handwriting
analYSiS" are accurate? (Study 1)

2) How could one find out whether males and females differ in their horoscope
reading habits? (Study 2)

3) How could one find out if people with particular types of personality are
more likely to read horoscopes than others? (Study 2)

4) How could one find out whether horoscopes are useful? (Study 3)

If you want your students to make predictions about mean ratings,
correlations, etc. you will probably want to discuss some of the issues
raised in the discussion sections of the studies before proceeding to the
analysis of data.

Students can score their own answers and ratings. Heans can easily be
calculated in class by a few students with calculators. Scattergrams can be
plotted on the board. If your students, like ours, are beginning students
with no knowledge of statistics, you may want to stop your data analysis
there and simply tell your students about statistical tests. If your students
are more sophisticated, you may wish to do some statistical analyses.
(The formulae for !.-tests and Pearson r are included in the appendix.)
For any correlational analyses where students do not report their own data,
you can use date of birth and class sectlon to catch up results.



STl'DY 1

1) A copy of the "Personality Descriptions" for each student. (This is a
set of 12 astrologically-basedlpersonality desc~iptions and a "Ilarnum"
paragraph plus rating scales.)

2) Staplers or paper clips.
3) "Personality Description" scoring key.

Procedure

Option A
If you want to answer only question A. "~fuat is the validity (perceived
accuracy) of astrologically-based personality descriptions?":
1) Hand out the "Personality Descriptions" to your students;
2) Instruct them to shuffle the pages into a random sequence and then

re-staple or clip them;
3) Ask the students to read the descriptions carefully and to rate on

the 10 point scales how much like themselves each is.

Option B
If you also want to answer question B. "Do expectancy effects influence
judgments of the accuracy of astrologically-based personality descriptions?",
proceed as above in one class. In another class:
4) Identify the personality descriptions by zodiac sign for the students.

Have them write the appropriate sign above each astrol08ically-based
description and "average college student" above the "Barnum" paragraph
before they shuffle the pages and rate the descriptions.

Data Analysis.

Option A
If you are only dealing with question A:
1) Identify (by zodiac sign) the personality descriptions for your students.
2) Have each student record: (a) his rating of the description for his mm

sign, (b) his mean rating of the other 11 descriptions. (c) his rating of
the "Barnum" paragraph.

3) Calculate the class means of (a), (b). and (c) above.

Option B
If you are dealing with question B as ,.;ell, do the follmJing in addition to
the above.
4) Compare the three means [Sa), (b). and (c) above:J of the class which rated

the personality descriptions which were identified by zodiac sign and the
means of the class Hhich rated the descriptions Hithout knovling the zodiac
signs. In other words. the table below should be fillec in.

Description He an
O,m Sign Average other 11 "Barnum"

:~ot identified before
ratin£

Identified before rating

Discussion Topics and Methodological Issues

Option A

1) Ask your students why they were told to shuffle the pages of the "Personality
Descriptions" .

2) Ask why they were not told the origins of the personality descriptions.
3) Discuss the (presumably) high mean rating of the "Barnum" paragraph. Ask your

students why they think so many people find it a good description of
themselves. Give them some background on this.

4) Discuss the meaning of the difference between the class mean ratings of own
sign and other 11 signs.

Option 13
5) Give your students some background on expectancy effects. Ask whether they

think these could be involved in people's judgments of the accuracy of
astrologically-based personality descriptions.

6) Discuss the meaning of the differences between class mean ratings in the
class where the descriptions uere identified and the class where they were not.

1. The personality descriptions ,-lere taken from :~aylor. John. Your 1921
..tU>troll'>g:' Guide· (G10be M1ni"'-Hazs . Jl3-724) • New York: Globe.Communicatiof..o Gorp ••
1980. Specific references to' zoc.iac signs were dele ted. The "Barnum"
paragraph was the paragraph described by Snyder, C .R., Shenkel. r.., ::
r 'lwery, C. Acceptance of personality inte rpretations: The "3arnum e:fect"
~nd beyond. J. Consult. & Clin. Psychcl., 1977, 45, 104-114. This paragraph
contains statements with a high base rate of occurrence in the population;
data show that people given this description generally believe it to be a
good reflection of their mm rersonality. '
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STUDY 2

}~teria1s Needed

Option A
1) A copy of the "Horoscope Reading Habits" form for each student.

Option B
The above plus
2) a copy of the Rotter Internal/External Locus of Control (I/E) Scale

for each student and
3) Rotter Scale administration instructions, scoring rr~ster and norms.

Procedure

Option A
If you ~vant to answer only question fl., "Are there sex differences in horoscope
reading habi ts and in belief in as tro1ogy?":
1) Have the students fill out the "Horoscope Reading Habits" form.

Option B
If you are also dealing with question B, "Is the personality dimension
"locus of control" related to horoscope reading and belief in astrology?",
do the above and
2) administer the Rotter Scale to all students. Hake sure that students

understand that they must always choose the statement closest to their
views even when they believe neither or both.

Data Analysis

Option A
If you are only dealing with question A:
1) Calculate the average male and female scores on questions 4 and 5 of the

"Horoscope Reading Habits" form.

Option B
If you are dealing with question B as well, do the following in addition
to the above.
2) Explain to your students how to score their Rotter scales.
3) Have your students hand in (anonymously) a sheet with their Rotter score

and their answers to questions 4 and 5 on the "Horoscope Reading Habits"
form OR have them hand in their Ratters and their "Horoscope Reading
Habits" forms. If you do the latter, use their birthdates to match up
data for individual subjects. Plot scattergrams on the board (Rotter
and Question 4, Rotter and Question 5, Question 4 and Question 5).
If you wish you may calculate the correlation coefficient (formula
is in the appendix).

Discussion Topics and Methodological Issues

Option A
1) Discuss possible interpretations of the sex differences found with regard

to horoscope reading.

Option B
2) Give your students some background on the dimension of locus of control.

Discuss its possible relationship to horoscope reading habits.
3) Discuss the meaning and significance of the scattergrams and/or

correlation coefficients.



STUDY 3

'Xaterials ~eeded

1) Horoscope forecasts from one or two daily netvspapers published the day
before the day you do the lab. One set must be taken from an out-of
town newspaper which carries a different astrologer from the one(s) in
the major paper(s) in your city. (Ue used the Toronto Star.) The
second (optional) set should come from the local paper most \videly re2d
by your students. (He used the aontreal Gazette.) The forecasts
must be re-ordered in a random sequence and specific references to.
astrolov,ical signs deleted.

2) A copy of the "Horoscope Rating Forn" for each student. (This provides
instructions and the form for rating each forecast on a lOlpoint scale.)

Procedure

ODtion A,
If you tliant to answer only question A, '~'That is the validity (perceived
usefulness) of daily horoscope forecasts?":
1) read the randomized newspaper horoscope forecasts aloud to your students.

It is recommended that each be read twice. As soon as you have finished
reading one, have the students rate it (on the "Horoscope Rating fon1")
as to how useful the information or advice would have been to the ,,1 t:le
preceding day. (The 10 point scale of usefulness is explained on ti,e form.)

Option E
If you are also dealing with question ,E, "Do expectancy effects ir,fluence
judgments of the usefulness of daily horoscope forecasts?", do the above and
2) read the horoscope forecasts in the same order in another class but

identify the sign for each forecast just before reading it.

Data Analysis

Option A
1) Identify the signs of the forecasts.
2) Have the students (a) circle the rating of the forecast for their own

signs and (b) calculate the mean rating for the other 11.
3) Calculate class means for (a) and (b) above.

Option B
4) Compare the two means ~(a) and (b~above of the class which rated

forecasts which were identified by zodiac sign and the means of the
class which made the ratings without knowing the zodiac signs. In
other words, the table below should be filled in.

Beans
Description ~;aw3pa'Per 1.\ ~~e-;,,;spo.~e.r 3

Otm Sign Average Other 11 ! Own Sign Average Other 11
Not identified
before rating
Identified
before rating

Discussion Topics and r~thodological Issues

Option A
1) Ask your students why only an out-of-town paper was used, (or why both

out-of-totm and local papers were used).
2) Ask why the forecasts were in random order and not identified.
3) Discuss the meaning of the following comparisons:

(a) the difference(s) between class mean ratings of o"~ and other 11 signs
(for both newspapers, if two were used).

(b) the differences between ratings of forecasts from the two newspapers.

Option B
(c) the differences between ratings in the class where the Si~lS were

identified and the one where they were not.



Appendix

STUDY 1

Personality Descriptions

Personality Descriptions Scoring Key

STUDY 2

Horoscope Reading Habits Form

Rotter lIE Scale

Rotter lIE Scale Administration Instructions and Norms

Rotter lIE Scale Scoring Key

STUDY 3

Horoscope Rating Form

STATISTICAL FORMULAE
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the "Barnum Effect". Presentation at the Canadian Psychological
Association, Montreal, Quebec, June, 1982.

Fichten, C.S. & Sunterton, B. Popular horoscopes and the "Barnum Effect".
Journal of Psychology, 1983, 114, 123-134.



Date of birth:

PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS

Day Month Year

Please indicate how much like you each of the following personality

descriptions is.



You have a great need for other people to like you and admire you. You

have a tendency to be critical of yourself. You have a great deal of unused

capacity which you have not turned to your advantage. While you have some

personality weaknesses, you are generally able to compensate for them. Your

sexual adjustment has presented problems for you. Disciplined and self

controlled outside, you tend to be worrisome and insecure inside. At times

you have serious doubts as to whether you have' made the rignt decision or

done the right thing. You prefer a certain amount of change and variety and

become dissatisfied when hemmed in by restrictions and limitations. You

pride yourself as being an independent thinker and do not accept others'

statements without satisfactory proof. You have found it unwise to be too frank

in revealing yourself to others. At times you are extroverted, affable, and

sociable, while at other times you are introverted, wary, and reserved.

Some of your aspirations tend to be pretty unrealistic. Security is one

of your major goals in life.

.'J.: .

not at all
like me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

very much
like me



You are.fundamen~ally. a very down-to-ear~h person. very conscious of

the realities of life. You believe in hard facts. Yours is an analytical

rather than an imaginative mentality. You are orderly, conscientious, have

a capacity for detail but tend to be short-sighted, unable to see the

woods for the trees. There is a spartan vein in your personality which makes

you self-disciplined and capable of considerable self-sacrifice in the

achievement of a target or ideal. You like work for its own sake. You are

too inclined to mask or hide your feelings. Built into your personality are

strong links with ~he past. You are attracted to history and tradition,

to antiques, to the "olde worlde" rather than the futuristically modern.

On the one hand, you have a capacity for survival. for endurance under

prolonged stress. On the other hand, you are far too much of a worrier and

tend to harass yourself unnecessar±ly over trivialities.

not at all [
like me :

very much
like me



You are instinctively modernistic, think and plan in terms of the new and

futuristic, and are more concerned with changing the world for the better

than with maintaining the status quo. Originality is one of your assets.

You possess worthwhile creative talents~ You loathe being tied down to

definite commitments and fiercely resist any attempts to curtail your

freedom of thought and action. You tend to do your own thing regardless

of others. You favor reform and show a strong humanitarian instinct.

Unorthodox rather than convential, you are attracted to unusual subjects

and activities. Your personality predisposes you to a Bohemian love life.

You tend to involve yourself in curious emotional entanglements. Capable of

being a very stimulating companion because of your original and offbeat

viewpOint and zany sense of humor, you have difficulty in establishing

stable relationships.

very much
like me



Yours is an active tem~erament and it is probable you possess a natural

sense of rhythm. One of your greatest blessings is a lively sense of humor.

You not only see the funny side of things'and expres~ yourself cheerfully, but

also are able to laugh at yourself. There is a restless side to your personality.

You like to feel there is a pattern to life and to your own experiences. You are

comparatively honest and you sho~ a sense of fair play in all dealings. You

are an idealist rather than a materialist, and instinctively generous. You ~ant

a comfortable ~ay of life without necessarily yearning for great ~ealth and

~ossessions. Built into your personality is a vein of intuition and foresight

~hich is not al~ays evident to your associates.

not at all
like me ~l_[_2-.L-_

3-,,--_4-,--_5~6---L-i_7--J.:_8-.J..._
9--.....:_--::J~ very much

like me



Yours is a responsive and emotional personality. Emotionalism

overwhelming surges of feeling- could be a weakness. You equally enjoy a

good laugh and a good cry. You have a need for demonstrative affection.

You are strong Otl imagination and intuition but weak on logic. It will be

easy for you to live in a world of fantasy and difficult for you to be

precise. orderly. atld factual. Versatile and adaptable. you are much too

inclined to involve yourself with people and events and add unnecessary

complications to your life. You are capable of being your own worst enemy.

of developing an addiction of one type or another.There is a need to guard

against habit~forming appetites. A liking for animals and a talent for

handling them could be one of your assets. An easy and sympathetic "touch".

you lean toward generosity and extravagance. with an easy-come

easy-go attitude.

not at all
like me

very-much
like me



You can be a good lover and a good hater. No sacrifice will be too great

for those you hold dear. However, a hurt will never be forgotten or forgiven.

Diplomacy is not your strongest trait. If anything, you are too blunt and

outspoken at times, too inclined to callously and deliberately hurt people's

feelings. There is an inquisitive and penetrating side to your personality.

You cannot bear to have things hidden from you and are unable to rest until

mysteries are cleared up. Yet. you can be very secretive yourself. disliking

even close associates having any detailed knowledge of your affairs. You have

a capacity for intrigue. There is a strongly possessive side to your personality

which inclines you toward unnecessary envies and jealousies but stands you in

extremely good stead in handling business. money. and commercial issues. You

are capable of being a hard bargainer. You have a deep-rooted need for emotional

expresaion and more than most enjoy putting on an act. having a good laugh. a

good cry, a dramatic quarrel or profuse reconciliation.

very much
like me



You are sophisticated rather than cr~de, will instinctively create a

harmonious atmosphere and sho~ considerable fastidiousness in your clothes

and personal appearance as well as in the decoration and-- arrangement of your

surroundings. Favoring the happy medium, you dislike extremism and al~ays try

to maneuver a compromise. A natural diplomat, a skilled arbitrator, you set out

to please, to smooth over troubled waters. Deceptive, flexible, and agreeable,

you are a much more determined person than is apparent, using the speak-softly

and-carry-a-big-stick technique. You are much affected by the atmosphere in

which you live and work and can quickly be made miserable by discord. Your

ability to get on with others and to bring them together can be a tremendous

asset to you sod.ally. You have a talent for teamwct'k.

6-

~~~e ":"all 1
1 ffi_4--l-I_S-.l.I_6 []-;-I 9 - very ..much

like me



While kindly and full of good intentions you can far too easily be

remote, impersonal, distant or cold. You are motivated by an urge to do good,

tob! of help to humanity as a whole. It is likely you possess a touchy sense

of dignity and are too easily offended. Sense of humor is not your strong

point. Thrift, a dislike of waste, a tendency to use up scraps are notable

characteristics. In fact, you may have a mean side to your personality.

Punctual, neat, orderly, reliable and conscientious, you may yet lack

imagination, initiative, and the boldness necessary to become a successful

figurehead. Having an eye for detail, you are instinctively critical- and.

to your companions, discouraging.

very much
like me



You are good-humored, sociable, and enjoy a good laugh. Your sunny

disposition enables you to win the confidence of others. Due to an inner

strength and confidence you have the courage and organizational ability

to tackle situations which daunt others. You intuitively know that responsibility

is easier to carry than many people think. It is one of the contradictions of

your personality that you can be objectively lazy and yet capable of superhuman

bursts of effort when the occasion demands. Work for its own sake will have

little appeal. Luxury and power have a deep-rooted fascination for you. You

possess a vein of showmanship.

.L

not at all
like me

-
very much
like 'me



You can far too easily inhibit the development of your own personality

and abilities because you cling to your family, feeling that you are the mainstay

and that it would disintegrate without you. Ostentatj,on, display and "swank"

are foreign to your nature. There is a tendency for you to make yourself flat

and unexciting, failing to project your personality. Yours is a highly

intuitive personality. Imaginative, you are prone to hunches and premonitions

which turn out to be correct on a surprising number of occasions. Yours is a

possessive nature, inclining you to cling to money, possessions, and relationships.

What you have you'll hold, collecting and hoarding, hanging on tenaciously to

the known and familiar, and distrusting the unknown. Sense of humor is lacking

perhaps because you are, beneath the facade you present to the world, a very

sensitive person who is tremendously vulnerable.

very much .
like me



It is important to you that you enjoy a sense of security, can

indulge in good food and drink, and have your possessions around you.

You have an inborn commercial instinct. You are capable of great

depth of affection, of lifelong devotion, and of enduring love and

loyalty. If you have a ~eakness it's that you cling to relationships

(and possessions) after they have served their purpose. As a s~eetheart

you ~ll be inclined to bulldoze your loved one into marriage by sheer

persistence- and by outlasting or frightening off the rest of the field.

You have the ability to "hang on" and "stay put". You sh~ strength of

~ll and a stubborn determination to resist'or endure. You are capable

of great patience under provocation.

,~ "

very much
like ~



You are basically interested in results and achievement, not in

thinking, feeling or theorizing. Hence, you need to keep active. Due

to your physical vitality and infectious enthusiasm you have an invigorating

and stimulating influence on companions. Your sense of humor is of the

slapstick variety and this inclines you toward horseplay and practical

jokes. You have a habit of plunging in headfirst. You tend to poke

your nead into trouble. When under prolonged stress you can too easily

develop a persecution complex. Strenuous physical activity can serve as

a relaxation for you.

~not at all;
like me I

1rn_4---l.r_~_·--l[_-6_-..-1.1_-7_---1.1_-8_--l-1_--_9-.ll_l°--ll very much
like ~



Temperamentally you are a sprinter rather than a stayer. If

anything, you lack persistence and powers of endurance. Your successes

result from opportunism, your failures from lack of patience. You are

easily bored. Yours is a quick, active, and assimilative intellect. You

like knowledge for its own sake and tend to accumulate irrelevant

information. Far too wasteful, you lack any sense of thrift or

possession. Enjoying the novelty and stimulation of new possessions,

you quickly lose interest and tend to give or throw them away. You have

a latent talent as a storyteller, a capacity to cloak stark facts

amazingly with wit and imagination. One of your biggest assets is your

persuasivenesa and ability, at times, to bend the truth. Yours is a

companionable rather than a passionate nature.

M -

very much 
like me



PERSONALITY DESCRIPTIONS

SCORING KEY

Description A - Barnum

Description B - Capricorn

Description C - Sagittarius

Description D - Aquarius

Description E - Pisces

Description F - Scorpio

Description G - Libra

Description H - Virgo

Description I - Leo

Description J - Cancer

Description K - Taurus

Description L - Aries

Description M - Gemini



HOROSCOPE READING HABITS

1. Sex: Hale Female

2. Date of birth:

3. nirth sign:

Day Honth Year

4. In the past month (28 days), I read my horoscope

never or almost
never

every day or
nearly every day

5. \fhen I read my horoscope, I generally find the advice or information
given

useless very useful



2.-\:: OF ~<t'".~'~: •
..... ~., ,,_0'

Cir~le che ans~ar in aac~l rair below :!~ac you ~ore 3crongly be~~eve is t7ue.
S.J~~ci::-:es you. ::iay not ~e sure; t~... en choose the opc~on ·,·:hich :,cu 'uelieve is sc~;;·..,;i~cJ.t:
~ore true t~an the ocher. ~e sure :0 a..."ls\.;er .all l~uestions.

: ~ore stronalv believe :~at:

People are lonely because they don': tr-; to be f~iendly.

There's not much use in trying too hard ~o ?!e~se people, if ~~ef :i~e you,
chey like you.
:"here is ~oo ~uch emphasis ~n ath:~tics :'n higl: sc::ool.
Te~ sports are an excellent way Co build character.
~..nat happens to :"".e is :IY Q'C.,-n ':oing.
Sometimes! feel chat Idon't have enou~h cont~ol over che cirection ~y :i:2 is
caking.
:·!ost of the ti::-.e I can't understand "hy 7l01it:'cia,..s behave che ·;ay the~T ::0.
In t~e long run, the ?eople are res?cnsible :or bad governcen~ on a ~~t~onal

as ~ell as on a local level.

_. Cl. Cilil<':ren get ir.to tr'ouble ~ecausa :~~ei~ ~arents ?unis;~ ~ham tuo ~uc:••.
c,. :'he trouDle •....ith r.,ost c~ildrer~ nO'.o:3cays :"5 ::l.J.t t~eir paren:3 ar~ too

·2llSY •..... i:~l t~ler:!.

:~~::.y of ::-'e uniiapr:l thi.... gs ia :ecple' 5 l.i\,·es ara ?C!rtly Gee :0 ~.J.ci :'",.!c:·:..
:"'e.opleTs ~isfor:unes resul~ Eron :he i7list.J.l,,~S c::ey :::ake..
O:'-e of the ::lajer reasons ~d:\? ;.;e have ~;ars is because peopie c.or: I t !;':::'~~2

enough incerest in politics.
Th~re will always be wars, no r.tatter ~0W" llard people try to j1revent tr:em.
In che long rur. peorle get che respect they deserve in chis ~orld.

Unfortunately, an individual's ~orth often passes unrecognized no ~aCter

how hard he tries.
TI,e idea that teachers are unfair co studencs is nonsense.
:~est stu<.1ents den' t re.:llize the e:ct2nt ~o ~..rhich their grac.es ure influc:'.cec
tJ:: .2ccic.ental ~lap(>enings.

;..ri::hout t:le right breaks one canr..ot b2 an e~fective leader.
~,:j,?nble r:aople who fail to becot:".e leacers :lave not taken advi:i:1tage of :::eir
0;:' po rtuni ties.
:';0 ~att:er how hard you try .:ior.-.e ~eo?le .iust don t t like you.
?eople '....ilo can't get others to like the!!l don't W1derst.:Jnd how to t;~C .:lien;::;
·."it~l others ~

lieredi cy rlays the :!laj or role in decermini~~ one's personalic:, .
Ic is one's experience in life which decermin~whac chey're li~e.

I have often found chat what is going to happen will happen.
Trusting co face has never curned auC as ·..;ell for ,".e as. making a ciecision
to take a ciefi~ite course of action.
:n che case of che well prepared student, chere is rarely, if ever, such a
ching as an unfair cest.
:'!any tiU'.es ~:<am Ciuest10ns tend to be so unrelated to course t%rk, that
scudying really is useless.
~eco~ing a success is a matter of hard ~ork, luck has lit:le or nct~~ng eo co
·,'.~it~ it.
r.etting a ~ood joh depends ~inly on being i~ t~e ~1ght ~lace at t~e ~i;~c t~~e.

The average ci cL:e:l ~:::l have an influence in r;ove rnment decisions.
T.1is world is ~Jn by che few people in power, and there is noC much che little
guy ~an do 3bout it •
~lben I make plans, I am almosc cercain chat I can ;;:ake chem ·dork.
It is ~ot always wise to ?lan coo far ahead because ~anv chin;s turr. O~t ~o

~e a "~tter of tiood or bad fortune anyhow.
~lere are certain people ~ho are just no good.
",e re is sor..e good in everybody.
;::n 7:1:,!' c'lse, gecting ~,.;hat r t.Jant has little or nothing to e.o ~~'ith luc:\.o
:~y times f,.;e mght juSt as ~ell decide wh.J.t to do 0y flippinz 2 co~n.

·.!ho gees to be che boss often depends on ·..;ho ,,,as luci,y enough co ce 1"- ::,e
right ~lace first.
C-ettinti pecple to do the ri~ht thing c~pends upon abili::y, luck has i.'::':t':'·~

or nothing to do ~it~ it.
As far as ~orlu affairs are concerned. wost of us are the victi~ of ~or~es

we can neither understand nor control.
By taking an active part in policical and social affairs the people can
concrol world events.
:!ost people don't realize the extent to '"hich cheir lives are cont~olled by
accidental happenings.
There really is no such thing as "luck".
O~e should always be willing to admit his nistakes ..
It is usually best to cover up one's miseakes.
It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.
~ow many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.
In the long run. che bad things that happen co us are balanced by t~e good ones.
~ost misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, i~orance, laziness or all three.
:,ich enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.
It is difficult for people to have much control over the chings policicians co
in office.
Someti~~s I can't understand ~ow teachers arrive at :he ~races :hey give.
There is a direcc connection be~'een how hard I study and che 3rades I gec.
A 600d leader e:~ects people co decide for themselves what chey should do.
A goo d leader makes it clear Co ever-;oody ,,,hac their jobs are.

}~y times I feel that I ~ave lit:le influence over the things that happen to ~e.
Ic is impossible for me Co believe that chance or luck plays an i~orcanc role i~
I:ly life.

c.

~ .
2. <t.

::.
4. a.

1; •

5. a.
b.

'J. a.

7 a.
b.

3. a.
b.

'J. a.
b.

la. a.

b.

" ;l •.....-.
b.

12. a.
c.

.l.J. a.
c.

~.:.. a.
'0.

15 '1.

b.
:,S <1.

lJ.

,.
<1.

b.

13. a.

b.
:~. a.

b.
20. a.

b.
2l. a.

b.
22. a.

'J.

23. a.
b.

24. ~.

Ii.
25. a.

b.

26. a.
b.

27. a.
:-..

~3. a.
b.

:9 a.
~ .



12\ST1WCTlO~S FaIt TIlE I-E ~C,\r.E 1
1·lli.... i.... :L (Jlll'~: iOllil:lin' to nnd Ollt. the w:1yin

whidl' (·t'rl:lill ill1!a'I'I:IIIf. ('\'l'llb' ill our· :-:ol'il'I.~·

.1f'I·l'ct diJTcrt'IIL pl'uplc. Ench itPIO cOII:-:i::;ls of a
p:tir of :l!ter:l:tli\'cs lette:fed n. or b. l'le:lse se
lect,the one statement of each pair (alld only
one) which you more strong:ly belicl..'e to be the
C:l£e :lS f:lr :lS \'ou're concerned. Dc sure to se
:.et the one YO\~ :letulllly believe to be more true
r:lther th:ln the olle you think you shollld choose
or the on(' vou would like to be true. This is :l.

me:lsure of 'personal belief: obviously there nrc
no rj~ht or wron:; answers.

Your answers to the items on this inventory
:lre to be recorded on a ~ep:J.rate answer sheet
which is loosely inserted in the booklet. RE
~roVE THIS ANSWER SHEET XOW. Print
your !lame nnd :lny other infonTI:ltion requested

by the eX:lmillCf 011 the :lll.;;wcr ~hect, then nlli ....h
rp:llliLl;; lhe~c dil'l'·l:lIOIlS. Do !IOL opell tlw book
let ulltil y~u:t~c told to do so•

Plcase answer thcse itcms carefully but do
not spend too much time on anyone itcm. De
sure to find an answer for even) choice. Find the
number of the item on the answer sheet :IllU
black-in the space under the number 1 or Z
which you choose as the sutement more true.

rn some instances you IIUly discover th:lt
you believe both statements or neither one. In
such cases, be sure to select the one you more
strongly believe to be the case ns f:u as :rOU'~

concerned. Also try to respond' to each item
independently when making your choice i do not
be influenced by your previous choices.

APPENDL"{ B
TABLE Bl

DISTRIBUTION OF I.E SCAL.E SconJ::s FOn 5i5 MALES AND 605 FEIdALE OHIO STATE

EI.E~(E~TAR\" PS\'CHOLOCY STUDENTS

Males· Femalcsb

I·E score I Cwn. '70 I·E SCOre I Cum. %

21 1 100.00
20 1 100.00 20 1 00.83
19 1 09.83 19 3 99.G7
IS 4 09.65 18 7 99.17
17 10 98.!)t} 17 10 08.02 .
16 10 97.22 16 8 90.3G
15 10 95.48 15 17 95.04
14 15 93.74 14 23 02.23
13 31 91.13 13 37 88.43
12 32 85.74 12 31 32.31
11 32 SO.17 11 42 77.10
10 49 i4.G1 10 42 70.25
a 53 G6.09 9 64 63.31
8 i3 .513.87 8 53 52.i3
7 52 44.17 7 50 43.97

, G 52 35.13 6 G6 35.70
5 41 2G.09 5 37 24.79
-\ ~3 18.96 4 42 18.63
3 29 11.48 3 37 11. 74
2 22 G.43 2 22 5.62
1 10 2.61 1 8 1.98
0 5 0.87 0 4- 0.G6

• N "" 5i5; :'>!e:ln "" 8.15; SD ,. 3.SS.
b N - G05; ;-.!c:ln ". S.42; SD ,. 4.06.

1. From Rotter, J. Generalized expectancies for internal
versus external control of reinforcement. Psychol.
Monog.: Gen. & Apol., 1966, 80, Whole No. 609.



ROTTER SCALE

SCORING KEY

Score one point for each circled statement. The higher the score, the more
external the locus of control. Items with no circled statement are fillers.

Circle the answer in each pair below that you ~ore stron~ly believe is t~ue.

Some times you may not be sure; then choose the option which you be lieve i3 so;::e·... i'Ci::
more true than the other. Be sure to answer all questions.

I more stron~lv believe that:

5. a.

®

13. a.

®

2·0
b.

3. a.

®
4. a.

®

. ~ a.-,

~ .
'0 a.';'vo

0
29 (!'

~ .

23.@
b.

24. a.
~.

25. ~
b.

B. a.
b.

9. <!J
b.

@
U. a.

®

b.

20.~

21. @.
b.

22. a.
@

1. a. Children get into trouble because their parents punish them too muc!l.
b. The trouble with looSt children nowadays is that their parents are too

easy with them.
Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to bad cuc~.

People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.
One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people don't take
enough interest in politics.
There will always be wars, no matter how hard people try to prevent theT..
In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world.
Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized no catter
how hard he tries.
The idea that teachers are unfair to students is nonsense.
Most students don't realize the extent to which their grades are influenced
by accidental happenings.

6. @ Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader.
b. Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advantage of :!,e:'~

op portuni ties.
7.~ No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you.

b. People who can't get others to like them don'~ understand how to get alon9,
with others.
Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality.
It is one's experience in life which determineswhat they're like.
I have often found that what is going to happen will happen.
Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a decision
to take a definite course of action.

10. a. In the case of the well prepared student, there is rarely, if ever, such a
thing as an unfair test.

~ Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course work, that
studying really is useless.

11. a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or nothing to do
with it.
Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at the ri~ht ti:::e.
The average citizen can have an influence in government decisions.
This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not ~uch the little
guy can do about it.
When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them <;ark.
It is not always wise to, plan too far ahead because many things turn out to
be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.

14. a. There are certain people who are just no good.
b. There is some good in everybody.

15. a. In ~ case, getting what I want has little or nothing to do with luck.
~ Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a coin.

16. ~ Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to ~e in the
right place first.

b. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck ha~ little
or nothing to do ~th it.

17. ~ As far as world affairs are conce~ed, ~~st of US are the victims of :orces
we can neither understand nor control.

b. By taking an active part in political and social affairs the ~eople can
control world events.

18. ~ Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are controlled by
accidental happenings.

b. There really is no such thing as "luck".
19. a. One should always be ~lling to admit his mistakes.

It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.
It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.
How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you are.
In the long run, the bad things that happen to us are balanced by the good ones.
Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, i~orance, laziness or a::
With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.
It is difficult for people to have much control over the things politicians CC
in office.
Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades the:! give.
There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the grades: ;e"-.
A good leader expects people to decide for themselves what they should dv,
A good leader makes it clear to everybody what their jobs are.

Xany ti~s I feel that I have little influence over the thi~gs chat ~a_?e~ :e -2.
It is impossible for roe to believe that chance ' ,. 1 '. 1l:IY life. or _uc" pays an ~",?or~ant :0 2 -::

26. a. ?eople are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.
~ There's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if they like you,

thev like you.
The~e is too ~uch emphasis on athletics in high school •
-ea~ soorts are an excellent way to buile character.
',;nat h~l'pens to ::le is "':' own doing.
Sometimes I feel that Idou't have enou~h cont~ol over the direction l:IY life is
caking.
;~st of the ti~ I can't understand why politicians behave the ~ay they do.
In the long run, the people are responsible for bad govern~nt en a natio~al

as ~ell as on a local level.



HOROSCOPE RATING FORti

Rate each forecast on a scale from 1-10 with l_useless, 10.very useful.

Yesterday: Newspaper A Yesterday-: Newspaper B

Forecast
I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

How useful would this
advice/information have been
for you yesterday?

Forecast
#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

How useful would this
advice/information have been
for you yesterday?



Statistical Formulae

Paired t-test

- -t.=. x-y

2
fn 2 (in)

N
N (N-l)

n = x-y

N ~ number of pairs of scores

(~f =N-l)

Independent t-test

t _ x- y

Pearson r

r :: NiXY - (tX) (iY)

j (NE.x2 .- (~X):J (Nt.y2 - (~Y) 2J
(df ~ N-2)



On Horoscooes, Their Readership and the "Barnum Effect"*

Catherine Fichten &Betty Sunerton
Dawson College, Montreal. Quebec

Abstract

In a series of studies on 366 college students, questions related to 1) individual

differences associated with horoscope reading habits, 2) the reliability and

validity of daily and monthly horoscope forecasts and of astrologically based

personality descriptions and 3) the role 'of expectancy in judgments of horoscope

forecast usefulness and of astrologically based personality description accuracy

were investigated. Results indicate that females are more likely to read their

horoscopes and that although locus of control is unreal ted to horoscope reading

habits, Neuroticism on the EPI is closely related. Daily and monthly forecasts

were found to be unreliable and invalid. Astrologically based personality

descriptions were found to have some reliability. Expectancy effects were found

to affect judgments of horoscope usefulness and of astrologically based personality

description accuracy. It was also found that astrologically based personality

descriptions may have some validity; these results are explained by familiarity

effects and by the "Barnum effect. II

*Presentation at the Canadian Psychological Association Annual Convention,

June, 1982, Montreal, Quebec.. '



Introduction

Ninety oer cent of daily newspapers carry horoscopes and thirty to

sixty per cent of the population admit to some belief in astrology. Given

their pervasiveness, surprisingly little is known about horoscopes.

In the present investigation, the following questions were explored:

1. What personality factors and individual differences are associated with

horoscope reading habits?

2. How reliable are daily and monthly horoscope forecasts and astrologically

based personality descriptions?

3. How valid are daily and monthly horoscope forecasts and astrologically

based personality descriptions?

4. What is the role of expectancy in judgments of horoscope forecast use

fulness and of astrologically based personality description accuracy?

5. 'f/hy do even "nonbelievers" often feel that th{personality description

for their own zodiac sign is surprisingly accurate?



Method

ects: 366 college students

edure:

Personality factors associated with horoscope reading

Two hundred and two subjects completed the Eysenck Personality Inventory or the Rotter Internal-External

Locus of Control Scale and answered questions concerning their grades and horoscope reading habits.

Validity of daily and monthly horoscooe forecasts and exoectancy effects

The previous day's forecasts for all twelve zodiac signs, taken from t~o high circulation daily news

papers, were rated on a ten point scale of personal usefulness by one hundn!dand ninety-t'~o subjects.

Subjects rated both sets of forecasts. Some subjects rated forecasts identified by the appropria~e

zodiac sign; others rated the same forecasts without knowing the appropriate zodiac si~ns.

The same procedure was followed for monthly forecasts. One hundred and fifty subjects rated

the previous month's forecasts for all twelve zodiac signs. Forecasts were taken from two high

circulation women's magazines. All subjects rated both forecasts without knowing the appropriate

zodiac sign.

Reliability of daily and monthly forecasts

To assess the reliability of daily forecasts, nine frequent horoscope readers (at least three times per

week) spent a mini:nu~ of thirty minutes attempting to match the daily forecasts, which were not

identified by zodiac signs, from the tHO newspapers mentioned above.

The same procedure was followed for monthly forecasts by five other high frequency horoscope readers.

Validity of astrologically based personality descriptions and exoectancy effects

Two hundred and three subjects rated thirteen one paragraph personality descriptions on a ten point

scale ranging from "not at all like me" to "very much like me." Twelve paragraphs were astrologically

based persona 1i ty descri pt ions taken from t'~o different "pur-:;e s i zeu horoscope book 1e ts (references

to ruling planets and predictions for the future were deleted). ~inety-eight subjects rated the

descriptions from one of the purse size booklets; an additional one hundred and five subjects rated

those from the other set. The thi rteenth personal i ty descri pti on was the "Barnum" paragraph descri bed

by Snyder (Journal of Consulting and Clincial PSYChology, 1977,~, 101 .114); it contains vague

statements with a highbase rate of occurrence in the population and is usually perceived as highly

aCC:.lrate 'f/hen attributed to credible sources. Some subjects read all descriptions identified by the

appropriate zodiac sign (the "Barnum" oaragraph was described as a description of the average college

stuoent). -",hi le others read the thirteen descriptions 'O'Ii thout knowing the appropriate zodiac signs.

~eliability of astroloaicallv ~ased oersonality descriotions

To assess the reliability of astrologically based personality descri~tions. seventeen subjec:s ~ho

believed ~hat as:rologicaily b.ased persondlity descriptions are valid and "ito nad spent a minimum of

~HO hours on the task atte~Pted to ~atch the twelve personality descriptions, which were not iden

tified oy :cdiac signs, fr'Xl the t'f/o'purse size" oooklets.



Result1

Table 1: Ouest!on 1

i(UE$T!0N..: \,hat ~ersonal;ty facton and lndfvldual differences are associated "Ith horoscope rea<iing habits?

ReadIng Habits

;~ ~ny times per ~eek do you read your noroscope?

,.. personally useful has the InfOnndtion or dovice given

,en? (1' us~less. 10: very useful)

FeN 1es Iiales lia)or FlndiM t test 0

x 1.3 0.9
FeNles> l'Iales < .05

(!!.) (167) ( 176)

i 3.9 2.3
FeNles;> Hales < .001

(!!.) (160) ( IGJ)

(you have read a personality Jescrtotlon of your sign.

"'" '"",cn like you ~as t~is? (1: not H .11 like "'C.

) : very ".ucn 11ke 1!I~1

.1 gn?

i 5.3 4.9
Fe!ftd 1es"> :-Idles .:: .05

(!!.) (69) ( 47)

!!!. I;!£.

1 641 361

(!)) ( 162) (91)

Personal f ty J-J\,tor-s and Individual Oi (ferences: Corr"lations

PEARSOll r ~I\LU(S 'requellcy of Read1M(\;eek Oa 11 V ,orecas t Useful neH PersonalIty Oescrt pt i 011 AcCurdcv

(!!.) ~ (!!.) ~ (!!) ~

""'" persona 11 y usc fu 1 are your ...
(202) • ,391

<Jai Iy horoscolles I

~o eter Internal/E.ternal loc:J~

( 131) • ,004 (172) '.oca ( 1(9) t. 147
cf Control Scale

<ysenek Personality Inventory: ..
(21 ) .,571 ( 19) .,577 (16) LJ94

,'h!'Jrot 1c t sm

Gra<Je In Psychology c~urse (78) -,107 (78) -,096 (7!l) -,071

• ;l <. -as
~ " 01
~ ,( :001

A:IS:·:(~: SuOJee:s rc.o their daily forecasts. on the average. once per ~eek; f~Rdles read thetr forecast

rore often and found these to be more personally useful than did males. Those ~ho read their

dally foreeansfound these to be "'Ore useful tllan those ~ho did not.

I'ore than .,.:f ~f ~he ...:ole have read l versonallty description of their own sl9n. SubjeC:s

~eitner scores en t~e <ottor tnternal/E.ternal Locus of Control Scale nor graoes In psychology

~ere related to !,orosecoe readIng hab; t1. Scores on the ,~eurotlctsm Scale of the (ysenc~ Per-

sonall ty :r.ventory. On the other Iland. '.ere found to be sIgnIficantly posl tlvely correlated

~lth 'eJ<Jln~ ;re~u~ncy and (orecast use(uiness rJtinqs. but not wIth ratlnqs of personality



Table 2: Question 2

OUESTION: How reliilble arc daily and monthly horoscope forecasts and astrologically based rersonality descriptiolls?

Daily forecasts

Monthly forecasts

Personality descriptions

(n)

9

.5

17

Average Number of Descriptions or

Forecasts (out of 12) Correctly Matched

0.67

1.80

4.12

p of These Results lJeiny

...Obtained by Chance _

n.s.

n.s.

<.05

ANSWER: Daily and monthly horoscope forecasts cannot be reliably matched. Personality descriptions, on the other

hand. were correctly matched at better than chance levels; this suggests some degree of reliability.



110.... lid arc ddlly dnd monthly horosco~e forecasts 4nd utrologtcally bdad per-

sonallty descrt~tionsl

Averdge Rdtings of ~verage Ratings of Average R!ttn~s of . ~ or f

One's O..n Sinn . the Other 11 Signs "8arnum" Paragraph ~ Matn Finding

!..l.:U.Qllf!ill

useless,
very useful)

"On tre! I Newsp4per (161 ) ). 14 2.59 (.05 Own> Other 11

roronto N~spJper (125 ) 2.62 2.Ja ".s. Own : Other 11

nth 1f Fa reo St s

lJseles'S.
= very 1J~e fu I)

.tola<Ja Il"C ., (148) 2.56 2.14 n.s. Ow" • O.ther \1

.~J(J.1:" i ne (150) 2.97 2.39 n. s. Own • Other 11

::.!"'so,~J..l:i. 'J~scr\ot\on

no t • t J \ 1 1 i ~e :ne.
) = very :'l\JC1"I 11 '. ""l)

"'Purse Boo'" A (91l) 4.59 4.10 5.64 <.001 "OarnLUtl" > Own : Other II

"Purse Book" (8]) 5.~9 5.07 6.OG (.01 -O.lrnum" : O...n> Other II

~IS~:ER: (Ueor in ",,,<I :.~H 411 subjects llIdue theIr rHin~s without 'no.. ;n~ the appropriHe

lodtac si~ll. J Suojects rHed their own dally forec.lH (for yesterddY) frOln the Mon-

treal n~""spdPer 4S sOlllc.."at more personally useful thdn the other 11 forecasts (sul>-

jeets live in ~t)"tr.al d"d read the ~ontrc.1 't)rccJS~. Thcse ftndin~s were not rep-

lihe" rHlnq monthly forecasts (for IdSt ,nonth). suojects found thdt their own

(orecJst _dS not nore Dersonally useful than the forecasts for the other 11 si~ns;

this was true for two different ma~.ztnes.

Subjects' rHln'JS of personality descriptions sho...ed that they rHed the "ijarnu.."

oar!'1raph description to be the most like their own ~erson.l'tl; thts was true for

two different samples, ustn~ two different sets of astrolo~ically lJased personality

Jescrfptlons. HOt.ever, usln') one of the sets of astrol09ically lJas~d descriptions,

suuJects' own si~n's oe~son.llty Jescrlptlon .dS seen to be !s accurate as the

"3<lrnum" ~ara~raiJh (and bo til a f these were rHeJ as mo~e .ccurHe than the

personality Jescdptlons of the other 11 lodlac si'}ns), ><hile, ...hen the second

set of desc~ltpions .as used. subjects' o..n SI'1n'S dcsc~iptions were perceived

to be no more accurate than t~e personality descriptions of the other II ZOdiac

sl'1ns.



Table 4: Ouestlon 4

\/hat is the role of e.pecta"cy in juuymcnts of horoscope forecaH usefulness and of

.strologically based p~r,onallty description accuracy!

~ole of Expectancy In Oally Forecast Usefulness Ratln9 s

Average ~atlnqs of Averaye ~atings of

One' > Own SIon ~Ia I n Find i n9

t!""'~! 1 "'~s,aocr

dentlfled ~y zodiac s i1n (Jl ) 3.5<l 2.09 <.01 Own> Othcrll

lot Identified by zodlJC sl1n ( 151 ) J ..,. 2.59 ,.05 Own> Otherl1

,W... \ n F\ od I "g : Interaction ( 192) Own/Otner 11 • IdentIfIed/Not Identtffed :::.10 ~~n Sign'S forecast. when I<Jen-
tlfled by Zodiac sign. Is rJted
relatively more aCC'Jrate tha"
when not identified by zodiac
sign, while averaye ratings of the
other 11 slqns arc rated rela-
tively less accurate if t<Je,,-
tlfled by zodIac sign than if
not Identified.

~~o :Ie--'p"aper

Identified by zodiac sIgn (31 ) .1.81 2.19 <.001 Own> Otherl1

~ot identlfl~d by lodlac sinn ( 125) 2.52 Z.3B n.S. Own : Otherll

,~a i n Find I ng : Interaction ( 156) Own/O ther 11 • Identlfled/Uot IdentifIed <.001 (as In interactIon above)

Average Ratings of Average Ratings of Average ~attngs of t or F

1I0t H all II •• ",e.
) : very much 1ike me)

:e"tifle<J by zodiac sign (221

(33)

5.7J

~d9

4.27

5.07

6.18

6.06

<: .01

<.01

"SarnunJ" Own> Other II

Own.> Other 11

'.'n !'indin'): Interac~ion (105) o...n/Other 11 x tdentlfled/Hot !<Jentifled <.10 (as in interact tons auove)

MIS'E~: Subjects '"ho ,"ade ratings <nowlng '~htch forecasts or descriptIons ~pplled to their

own zodiac si~n rated these ~s more ~ersonal Iy useful or accurdte. respective~, than

they rated the other 11 signs. Thcr~ was a tendency for subjects whn knew whIch

(orecasts or descriptIons applIed to theIr own lodlac ,i~n to rate these as rel~

tlvely "'Ore ,,~~.onal Iy useful or ~CCllrate and to rHe other 11 sl?ns as less per

sonally useful or accuratc tholn dIu subjects "ho did not know ..hicil forecast or

description iPpllcd to their own sign. These results SU9CJCH that expectancy.

In t!'e fonn of .nO'o'led?C of :odiac sl?n, plays a r"le In judqments of horoscope

forecast useflliness and of astrologically based personal ity desc~;rtlon JCcuracy.



Table 5: Oue~tton 5

QUESTIOll: Why uo even ·nonu~liev~rs" oft~n feel that the personality description (or their

own zodiac sign IS surprisingly accurate?

,\veraqe lIunlber o( Persondllty Oescrlotions in "~ur~e aooks" A and 0 CorrectlY Hatched

(~)

(17)

Avera~e Number of Ooscrlptions

Out of 12 Co~rectlv 11atched

4.12

Eof These Results Oein~

Obtained by Chance

<:.05

~ole of (Joect,ncy In Jud~mentLof Per~onallty Ooscriotion Accuracy

Average Ratings of Avera~e Ratings of Average RatIngs of f

Perso.a!ity Descriptions

One's Own St,n the Othor 11 Signs "Oarnum" Para,raph ~ Main Finding

("Purse Oook" B
descrt~ttons ident; fled
by loulac sign)

(1 not at all like r.'e.
10 very ",uch like mel

6.73 4.V S.18 "Oarn~" Own > Oth~r II

Avera?e Accuracy Ratlnns of On~'s Own Slnn's Personality Description

by Those 11M IIHe or lIave Ilot Ever Read a Oe~crl ot f on 0 f The; r Own Sig/l

Ratings by T~ose IIho Have

"t Some Ttme. Read a

Descrlptlon of Their Own Sign

(!0

Ratings by Those IIho lIave

Never Read a Oescr\~tion

of Thetr Own Sign ~ Hain Flnuin?

("Purse aoo,s" A and a uescrio
tions rclted ·.... i thout ;,nOwlf'\f) ~~I~

appropriate zooiac s,"n)

(1 not at all like '"0,
In ••ery much like mol

( 117) 6.38 (54) 5.26 (.05
lIave read description>

Ilave not read uescri~tion

.\HnllO<)ical1y u.sed personality descriptions appear to be reasonably reliable

(I.e•• SUbjects can corroctly matCI1 thCl" at better tnan chance levels). Subjects'

ratin')' of the "UdrTlUlll" pdragraph. which contains vdgue staten",nts ... ith a hi'lh

u.se rate occurrence In tne popul4tioo. in<llcate that ~uch vague statements

~re seen as fairly characteristic of oneself; indeed. even when subjects know

.../lleh personal ity description Is of their own zodIac sl~n. theIr ratings of

such descriptions are only IIlargindlly. and not stgniflcantly, hi'Jher than their

ratIngs of tile "Oarn""," para~raph. Furthennore. thos~ sulJjects '.no have, at

sOioe time tn the past. read a description of their own sign's person~llty des-

crt ptton rated ~helr ""n SI 'In' S persona 1ft y uescr; pt10n In the pr~sent study as

nare accurat~ than did suoJeets ~ho nave never read such a description.

rhese flnulnqs su~gest tndt even "nonlJol1evers" "ay feel that t,~e personality

Jescr;ptlon of theIr Own sign Is remark,bly accurate a) because they ~y recog"

0) lIoe-use such 'iescr;ptioIlS contain many valJuc Ha~c,""nts ... ltn • hl~n 'He

Jre leen " good descr;ptlons of oneself.



Discussion

rlO~ 1: What personality factors and Individual differences are associated with horoscope reading habits?

a) Females read their horoscope forecasts more often than males and found these. as well as astrologically

based personality descriptions. to be more personally useful and accurate than did males.

b) Of the personality and individual differences variables investigated. only the Neuroticism scale of the

Eysencx Personality Inventory was found to be related to horoscope reading habits.

~!O~I 2: How reliable are daily and monthly horoscope forecasts and astrologically based personality descriptions?

a) Daily and monthly horoscope forecasts could not be matched reliably.

b) Astrologically based personality descriptions. on the other hand. were correctly matched at better than

chance levels; this suggests some degree of reliability.

~Ion J: How val id are cai ly and monthly horoscope forecasts and astrologically based personal ity descriptions?

a) Daily and ~onthly horoscope forecasts do not appear to be valid.

b) When personality descriptions were not identified by the appropriate zodiac sign. subjects rated their

own sign's description to be a better description of themselves than they rated the other 11 signs (when

one set of descriptions was used). and to be no better than the other 11 signs ~hen another set of descrip

tions was used).

Although not conclusive. these results suggest that astrologically based personality descriptions may have

some validity (see QUESTION 5).



rOIl 4: ~hat Is the role of expectancy In judgments of horoscope forecast usefulness and of astrologically based

personality description acc~racy?

a) Knowing that a particular daily forecast or personaltiy description was for one's own sign caused sUbjects

to rate these as more personally useful or accurate than the other 11 signs' forecasts and descriptions.

These results suggest that expectancy, In the form of knowledge of zodiac sign, plays a role in people's

judgments of forecast usefulness and of astrologically based personality description accuracy.

b) However, even when personality descriptions were identified by the appropriate zediac slgn~ one's own

description was rated to be no more accurate than the "Barnum" paragraph.

This finding suggests that astrologically based personality descriptions are seen to be valid partly

because they contain vague statements with a high base rate of occurrence in the population.

T!CN 5: Why do 2ven "ncnbelievers" often feel that the personality description for their own sign Is surprisingly

accurate?

a) The data indicate that 1) astrologically based personality descriptions have some reliability, 2) knowing

that a particular description applies to one's own sign increases its perceived validity, 3) the "Sarnum"

description is seen to be as accurate as one's own zodiac sign's personality description, even when these

are identified by the appropriate sign, and 4) people who have" read a personality description of their

own zodiac sign at some time in the past rate their own sign's description to be more accurate than people

who have never read a personality description of their own sign, even when descriptions are not identified

by zodiac sign.

These results suggest that even "nonbelievers" may feel that the personality descript.ion of their own sign is

remarkably accurate because they may recognize elements of the description and confuse familiarity with

accuracy and because such descriptions contain many vague statements with a high base rate of occurrence

in the population, which, under appropriate circumstances, are seen as good descriptions of oneself.



Conclusions

1. Females read their horoscopes more often than males, and females feel that

forecasts and personality descriptions are more accurate. Locus of Control

and grades are unrelated to horoscope reading habits, while Neuroticism

on the Eysenck Personality Inventory is strongly related.

2. Daily and monthly horoscope forecasts lack reliability; astrologically

based personality descriptions are somewhat reliable.

3. Daily and monthly horoscope forecasts lack validity; astrologically based

personality descriptions may have some validity, but explanations other than

astrological may explain the results.

4. Knowing that one is reading the forecast or the personality description of

one's own sign increases personal usefulness and accuracy ratings.

5. "Nonbelievers" may feel that the personality description for their own

zodiac sign is surprisingly accurate because they may recognize elements of

the description and confuse familiarity with accuracy and because astrologically

based personality descriptions contain vague statements with a high base

rate of occurrence in the population which. under appropriate circumstances,

are seen as good descriptions of oneself.
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POPULAR HOROSCOPES AND THE "BARNUM EFFECT"*l

Dawson College, Montreat, Quebec

CATHERINE S. FICHTEN AND BETTY SUNERTON

SUMMARY

The following were investigated in a series of studies on 366 college
students: (a) individual differences associated with horoscope reading
habits, (b) the reliability and validity of daily and monthly horoscope
forecasts and astrologically based personality descriptions, and (c) the ef
fects of knowing the zodiac sign on the perception of the usefulness of
horoscope forecasts and on the accuracy (If astrologically based personality
descriptions. Results indicate that females were more likely to read their
horoscopes. Although locus of control was unrelated to horoscope reading
habits, Neuroticism on the EPI was closely related. Daily and monthly
forecasts were shown to be unreliable and invalid. Astrologically based
personality descriptions were found to have some reliability. Knowledge of
zodiac sign was found to affect ratings of horoscope usefulness and accu
racy of astrologically based personality descriptions. Such personality de
scriptions, even when not identified by zodiac sign, were shown to have
some validity, at least in the eyes of readers. These results are explained by
familiarity effects and by the "Barnum effecL"

A. INTRODUCTION

In the United States an estimated 90% of daily newspapers carry horo
scopes (13), and 30% to 60% of the population admit to some belief in
astrology (5). Given their pervasiveness, surprisingly little is known about
horoscopes or about horoscope readers.

A number of studies have investigated the relationship between horo
scope reading habits and personality. The most frequently explored vari
able has been locus of control. The findings of these studies have been

• Raeived in tile Editorial Office on March 21, 1983, and published immediately at
Provincc!own, Massachusclts. Copyright by The Journal Press.

I This research was partly supported by an Institutional Rcseard, Grant fr<Jlll [lawson
College. Thanks are due to Lillian Fox and Naomi Goodz for their thoughtful comments un
an earlier draft of this article, to Nikki Hammond for patience and fore!Jearance, and to
Rhonda Amsel for computer wizardry.
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contradictory. Scheidt (14) found that external locus of control was related·
to positive attitudes toward paranormal phenomena; however, Sosis,
Strickland, and Haley (21) found no relationship between locus of control
and interest in astrology. McGarry and Newberry (10), in an attempt to
reconcile the conflicting results, have merely added to the confusion. They
found that while high involvement with paranormal practices was related
to internal locus of control, low involvement was not related to external
locus of control.

Locus of control has also been studied in relation to acceptance of vague,
general personality descriptions as accurate characterizations of oneself.
The results in this area have been contradictory as well. Snyder and Larson
(19) found that external locus of control was related to the acceptance of
such descriptions, yet Snyder (17) was unable to replicate these results.

Snyder and his colleagues have carried out extensive studies of the
acceptance of V3.gue, general personality descriptions which contain state
ments with a high base rate of occurrence in the population. The accep
tance of such descriptions has been called the "Barnum effect" by Meehl
(11) after P. T. Barnum, whose circuses' success was thought to be based on
the notion that there should be a "little something for everybody" (20).'

Snyder has reported on the acceptance of "Barnum" personality descrip
tions ostensibly based on psychological tests and interviews (17, 19) as well
as on signs of the zodiac (18). In their review of the literature, Snyder el ai.
(20) expressed doubts about the usefulness of investigating personality
characteristics independent of situational factors that elicit acceptance. The
studies they reviewed indicate that a number of situational variables ap
pear to be highly relevant. Factors which have been shown to affect
acceptance of Barnum descriptions include: (a) the generality of statements,
(b) the high base rate of occurrence in the population' of certain characteris
tics, (c) the degree to which descriptions are ostensibly individualized for
the person, and (d) the favorability of descriptions.

But can personality variables and the Barnum effect completely explain
why people read daily and monthly horoscopc forecasts and why they feci
that the personality description of their own sign is surprisingly accurate?
Can it be alternatively true that forecasts are read because they provide
information that is possibly personally useful and because astrologically
based personality descriptions are possibly accurate? Kelly's (8) review of
the literature showed that there arc many differcnt theoretical views pro
posed by astrologers and that there is little evidence to support or, indeed,
to dispute, astrological claims. Few studics have assessed either the per-
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sonal usefulness of forecasts or the accuracy of astrologically based person
ality descriptions (i.e., their validity). It is also not known whether differ
ent astrologers, when compiling forecasts or personality descriptions for a
particular sign, make similar predictions (i.e., reliability). Almost nothing
is known about the most frequently read astrological information: daily and
monthly forecasts and brief personality descriptions appearing in newspa

pers and magazines.
In the present investigation, the following questions were explored.

What personality factors and individual differences are associated with
horoscope reading and with belief in astrology? How reliable and valid are
daily and monthly horoscope forecasts and astrologically based personality
descriptions? What is the role of knowing the zodiac sign in judgments of
horoscope forecast usefulness and of personality description accuracy? Why
do even "nonbelievers" often feel that the personality description for their
own zodiac sign is surprisingly accurate?

B. METHOD

Three hundred and sixty-six college students (M age 17.5; range 16-22)
enrolled in Introductory Psychology courses from 1980 to 1981 served as

5s.
Individual differences associated with horoscope reading were assessed

by having some 5s complete the Eysenck (4) Personality Inventory (EPn
and others complete the Rotter (12) Internal-External Locus of Control
(liE) Scale; all answered questions concerning their grades and horoscope

reading habits.
Validity of daily and monthly horoscope forecasts was evaluated by

having some 5s rate the previous day's furecasts for all 12 zodiac signs and
having others rate the previous month's forecasts. Daily forecasts were
taken from two high circulation daily newspapers. 2 Ratings were made on
a lO-point scale of personal usefulness (" How personally useful would this
forecast have been for yuu if you had read it yesterday?") by 192 .'is, 5s
rated both sets of forecasts. Some Ss rated daily forecasts identified by the
appropriate zodiac sign; others rated the same forecasts without knowing
the signs. The sallw procedure was followed for monthly forecasts. One
hunllred and lifty S s rated the previous month's forecasts for all 12 zodiac

1 ForcCttsb Wl'rc frolll thi..' GtI't.!'1t1' ll'.'loIlLrt'al, a:-.trolugcr Sydney Omarr) and from tht'
romn/" (;/,,/1,. lind .\fllil (asnolo);er j<:ane Dixon) Fore(a,ts frum differenl <:il ie, were used in
order III (onlml f"r the IJU"ihilit)' Ihal Ss, all of whom re,ided in Montreal, were iamiliar
Willi Ihe t\lonLn'al (ore\'asts,

signs. Monthly forecasts were taken from two high circulation "women's"
magazines.) All 5 s rated both monthly forecasts without knowing the
zodiac signs.

Reliability of daily forecasts was assessed by having nine frequent horo
scope readers (at least three times per week) spend a minimum of 30
minutes attempting to match the daily forecasts, which were not identified
by zodiac sign, from the two newspapers mentioned above. The same
procedure was followed for monthly forecasts by five other frequent horo
scope readers.

Validity of astrologically based personality descriptions was evaluated by
203 5s who rated 13 one-paragraph personality descriptions on a lo-point
scale ranging from "not at all like me" to "very much like me." Twelve
paragraphs were astrologically based personality descriptions taken from
two different "purse size" horoscope booklets4 (references to ruling planets
and predictions for the future were deleted). Ninety-eight 5s rated the
descriptions from one of the purse-size booklets; an additional 105 5 s rated
those from the other set. The 13th personality description was the Barnum
paragraph described by Snyder et al. (20); it contains vague statements
with a high base rate of occurrence in the population and is usually
perceived as highly accurate when attributed to credible sources. Some 5s
read all descriptions identified by the appropriate zodiac sign (the Barnum
paragraph was presented as a description of the average college student),
while others read the description without knowing the appropriate zodiac
signs.

To assess the reliability of astrologically based personality descriptions,
17 5s who believed that astrologically based personality descriptions were·
valid and who had spent a minimum of two hours on the task attempted to
match the 12 personality descriptions, which were not identified by zodiac
signs, from the two purse books.

C. RI::::;UI.TS

1. Persollality alld Illdividllal D~{tim;ll«,s

Ss rcad their daily forecast, on the average, 1.09 times per week,
Sixty-four percent had read a personality description of their own sign; they
found these to be moderately accurate (M "-, 5.44 on a IO-point scale, with

] Fon:casls from FogUt' (astrolu~er i\1arit Eli:'lt: Crlllllllll'r ...·) :1lld from C;Illmu( ia~lr(lI(J~l:r not
named) Were used.

• Drscriptiol1s from G/o",> Milli Mags (1981, 'blrol""er j"hn Naylor) and from Dell I'lirse
Books (1981, aSlrolo~er Sail)' jllyrc,) wne used,
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10 being "very accurate"). Females read their daily forecasts more fre
quently, t(341) = 2.19, P < .05, indicated that forecast information was
more personally useful, t(32l) = 4.52, P < .001, and that the personality
description of their own sign was more accurate, t(l14) = 2.03, P < .05,
than did males.

Neither scores on the Rotter I/E Scale nor grades in psychology were
related to horoscope reading habits. Scores on the Neuroticism Scale of the
EPI, on the other hand, were found to be significantly positively correlated
with reading frequency, Pearson r(l9) = .671, P < .001, and forecast
usefulness ratings, r(l7) = .577) P < .01, but not with ratings of the
accuracy of personality descriptions. Reading frequency was found to be
positively related to judgments of forecast usefulness, r(200) = .391, P <
.001.

2. Reliability of Forecasts and Personality Descriptions

Daily and monthly forecasts were correctly matched only at chance
levels. However, an average of 4.12 of the 12 personality descriptions were
matched correctly by the 17 S s; the probability of such results being due to
chance is less than 5% (I).

3. Validity of Forecasts and Personality Descriptions

Results, presented in Table I, show that when 5s made ratings without
knowing zodiac signs, it was found that they rated their own daily forecast

T!\BI.E I
PICl<CEIVED VAI.1DITY OF DAILY FOl<ECASTS AND PERSONALITY D~:SCRIPTI{JNS

Source Own ,;ign Other II ,;igns "Harnum"--_.-
Daily!or';(tJSI;

Monlreal I1cw,;paper
Identified by ,;il;n 3.68 2U9
Not identified 3.14 2.59

Toronto New,;paper
Identified by ,;ign 4.111 2. 1<)
Not identified 2.62 2..Jk

Ptr50Jlltiity el,',\( rip/ioll.,
I'llrsc Bonk A

Not identilied 4 59 4.10 5.6·\

Purse Book H
(clt:nlified by sif(11 6.7.1 ·1.17 6.1l!
Nul illenlilie<l 5.99 5.07 6.06

Note: The hi!\her the mean ,;cort, th,' Krealer the I'(:rleivcd usefulness or accuracy; max~

mum score ~ 10.

(for yesterday) from the Montreal newspaper as somewhat more personally
useful than the forecasts for the other 11 signs, F(l, 160) = 4.68, P < .05.
However, these results were not replicated when forecasts from a Toronto
newspaper, where possible familiarity with forecasts was eliminated, were
rated. Thus, it appears that daily forecasts were not valid.

No differences were found between ISO S s' ratings of the personal
usefulness of their own and others' monthly forecasts; this was true for
forecasts taken from both magazines used. These results suggest that
monthly forecasts were not valid.

As shown in Table I, when no information on zodiac sign was provided,
5 s' ratings of personality descriptions showed that they judged the Barnum
paragraph description to be the most like their own personality; this was
true for two different samples and two different sets of astrologically based
personalitydescriptions:F(2, 194) = 14.81,p < .OOI;F(2, 164) = 6.II,p <
.01. However, when one of the two sets of astrologically based descriptions
VIas used (Purse Book B) and when zodiac sign was not known, Tukey hsd
tests showed that 5s judged the personality description for their own sign
to be as accurate as the Barnum paragraph (and both of these were rated as
more accurate than the personality descriptions of the other II zodiac
signs): Q = 4.108, k(164) = 3, P < .05; Q = 4.434, k(l64) = 3, P < .01,
respectively. When the second set (Purse Book A) of personality descrip
tions was used,S s rated their own sign as no more accurate than the other
11 signs.

4. Role of Knowledge of Zodiac Sign and Previous Experience

Means in Table I show that 5 s who made ratings knowing which daily
forecasts applied to their own zodiac sign rated these as more personally
useful than the forecasts and descriptions for the other II signs; this was
true for both the Montreal, F(l, 30) = 9.61, P < .01, and the Toronto,
F(l, 30) =. 18.41, p < .001, newspapers. When the scores of 5s who made
ratings knowing the zocliac signs were compared, in the same analysis, to
those made by S's who did not know the signs, results indicate that 5s who
knew which forecast and description applied to their own zodiac sign rated
these as relatively more personally useful and rated the other 11 signs as
less personally useful than did Ss who did not know which forecast applied
to their own sign: PO, 190) == 2.82, P < .10 for the Montreal and P(l,
154) == 15.26, P < .001 for the Toronto newspaper.

When Purse Book B personality descriptions were identified by zodiac
sign results on perceived accuracy show a significant main effect, F(2,
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42) = 9.23, P < .001. As shown by the means in Table 1, 5s judged the
personality description for their own sign to be as accurate as the Barnum
paragraph and judged both of these to be more accurate than the personal
ity descriptions of the other 11 zodiac signs: Q = 5.786, k(42) = 3, P < .01;
Q = 4.434, k(42) = 3, P < .01, respectively. Furthermore, Ss who knew
which description applied to their own zodiac sign tended to rate these as
relatively more accurate and tended to rate the other 11 signs as relatively
less accurate than did Ss who did not know which description applied to
their own sign, F(2, 206) = 2.56, P < .10.

Ss who had, at some time in the past, read a description of their own
sign's personality rated their own sign's description, when this was not
identified by sign, as more accurate (M = 6.38) than did Ss who had never
read (M = 5.26) such a description, t(l69) = 2.48, P < .05.

D. DISCUSSION

Sex differences. The findings in the present study that females were more
likely to read and to believe in horoscope forecasts and in astrologically
based personality descriptions is consistent with the data of Sosis et al. (21),
who found similar sex differences in college students. Sosis et al. offered
three possible explanations for their findings. The greater concern with
astrology by females may be an attempt to adopt a passive stance in order
to escape from recent pressures to achieve in academics and careers, a
means by which females, who often feel relatively powerless, can exert
more control over their lives, and "a sex-typed superstitious pastime" (p.
70). None of these explanations is supported by evidence. For example,
Rastedo (2) cites Gallup Poll results which show that believers in astrology
tenel to be less educated and tend to occupy low status jobs, a finding
which is not consistent with the first explanation. The present study's
finding of no relationship between locus of control and horoscope reading
habits argues strongly against Sosis et al. 's second point. Sosis et al. 's third
possibility is not really an explanation at all. Another possible explanation
is at least supported by informal research: femalts may believe in astrology
simply because horoscopes are lIsually found in the "women's" sections of
daily newspapers and in "women's" magazines. The search for stimulus
materials for the monthly forecasts used in this study neccssitated a perusal
of many "neutral" (e.g., Time, Newsweek), "women's" (e.g., Vogue,
Glamor) and "men's" (e.g., Playboy, PelltlUl/lSd magazincs. Only the
"women's" magazines carried horoscopes. It is difficult to determine which
came tirst, women's interest in astrology or publishing policy. Nevertheless,

women are more likely to be exposed to astrology; this, of course, can
stimulate greater interest.

Personality and individual difference variables. Neuroticism scores on
the EPr were found to be positively related both to reading frequency and
to belief in horoscopes. These results are of considerable interest as the EPI
has been used in a number of c~ntroversial studies of astrology (see 8 for a
review). Various investigators (9, 16) have found support for the astrologi
cal prediction that people born under the so called water signs (Cancer,
Scorpio, Pisces) exhibit greater Neuroticism than those born under other
signs. Others (7, 23) have not been able to replicate these results. The
present findings suggest that since a concern with astrology is related to
Neuroticism, future studies of astrological predictions using the EPI should
control for the horoscope reading habits of Ss in each zodiac sign.

Locus of control and grades were not found to be related to horoscope
reading frequency or to belief in astrology. The absence of a relationship
between either grades or locus of control and belief in astrology is comi=.;
tent with the data of both Sosis et at. (21) and McGarry and Newberry (10).
In college students, belief in the paranormal is, therefore, probably not due
to lack of intelligence. Nor is belief in astrology simply an attempt to exert
control over one's life.

Reliability offorecasts and personality descriptions. The results indicate
that daily and monthly horoscope forecasts have little reliability; i.e.,
forecasts for each sign made by one astrologer were found to be unrelated
to forecasts made by another. There are at least three possible reasons for
this: different astrologers may focus on different aspects of daily life, vague
wording of forecasts may preclude accurate pairing, and astrologers using·
different theoretical formulations may make different, sometimes even
conflicting predictions. In the present investigation, an attempt was made
to eliminate the tirst reason by using stimulus materials from publications
with similar readership. Thus, forecasters would have been expected to
have focused on similar life situations.

Astrologically based personality descriptions, on the other hand, were
found to have some reliability. S s were able to match personality descrip
tions formulated by different astrologers at better than chance levels.
Bastedo (2), who subjected large numbers of astrologically based personal
ity descriptions to content analysis, also found considerable agreement
among astrologers concerning traits which characterize each sign. I

Perceived 'validity of fore c:a sts and personality descriptions. Daily and
monthly horoscope forecasts were not perceived to he valid by the S s in
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this study. When zodiac sign was not known, 5s' ratings of the personal
usefulness of forecasts indicated that the forecast for their own sign was no
more personally useful than the forecasts for Ole other 11 signs. However,
when zodiac sign was known, 5s rated the forecast for their own sign as
more personally useful than the forecasts for the other signs. These results
suggest that one of the reasons for belief in astrology is knowledge of zodiac
sign. When sign is known, as it is in all horoscopes, people may be
motivated to ignore predictions that do not fit and to focus on predictions
which do. It is easier to recall, "When my horoscope said beware of
accidents, I broke my leg," than it is to recall, "When my horoscope said
beware of accidents, I did not have an accident." "Illusory correlations"
between two variables that are present are much more easily made than
between one variable which is present and another which is absent (3, 22).

The present study was concerned with the perceived validity rather than
the comtruct validity of astrologically based personality descriptions. Thus,
positive findings should not be interpreted as support for astrological prin
ciples. When the perceived validity of personality descriptions was as
sessed, it was found that the Barnum paragraph was judged by 5s as the
most accurate description of themselves. This was true both when zodiac
sign was known and the Barnum paragraph was identified as a description
of the average college student and when zodiac sign was not known. In
addition, when zodiac sign was known, 5 s rated the description of their
own sign to be more accurate than the description of the other 11 signs. An
unexpected finding was that when zodiac sign was not known and Purse
Book B descriptions were used, 5s rated their own sign's description to be
more accurate than the descriptions of the other 11 signs. However, these
results were not replicated when Purse Book A descriptions were used.

A number of possible explanations of the present findings on the per
ceived validity of astrologically based personality descriptions can be made.
However, explanations based on the effect of knowing the sign, on the role
of situational variables, and on the Barnum effect cannot cxplain all of the
findings.

Zodiac sign and situational variables (e. g., generali ty of statements,
characteristics with a high base rate of occurrence in the population, descrir~

tions ostensibly individualized for the person, favorable wording) have
been shown to infl uence acceptance of astrologically based personality
descriptions (lS, 18). However, neither knowledge of sign nor situational
factors can explain the superiority of the Barnum paragraph or the finding
that when zodiac sign was not known and Purse Book B was used, Ss

rated their own sign's description as more accurate than the descriptions of
the other signs. Thus, knowledge of sign and situational factors can explain
some, but not all of the present results. Indeed, Hampson, Gilmour, and
Harris (6), in a series of three studies, have shown that people do not
accept personality descriptions simply because of demand characteristics or
because of social desirability or because they cannot distinguish true from
false information about themselves.

In addition, despite the presence of the Barnum effect, it is difficult to
account for the finding that even when zodiac sign was not known 5 s rated
their own sign's description as more accurate than the descriptions of the
other 11 signs.

In order to explain this unexpected finding, a supplementary analysis of
the data was carried out. The ratings of 5s who had, at some time in the
past, read a description of their "own sign" personality were compared to
those of 5 s who had not. It was found that 5 s who had read such a
description rated their own sign's description to be more accurate than did
5s who had never read a description of their own sign. These results
suggest that familiarity may explain the finding that one's own sign's
description was rated as more accurate than the other 11, even when
zodiac sign was not known. Two possible mechanisms underlying the effect
of familiarity on acceptance of personality descriptions can be proposed.
Having read that, "As a Virgo, you arc an honest person," one's self
assessment may come to include the trait "honest." A personality descrip
tion which stresses honesty may therefore be accepted as an accurate
characteristic of oneself. Alternately, having some previous inform~t\on

about one's supposed character traits (e.g., "I'm a Virgo. Virgos are hon
est.") may give one the opportunity to notice, and subsequently to rehll,
instances of behavioral confirmation (e.g., "I returned the bus ticket to the
man who dropped it. This was really honest of me.") Thus, familiarity may
operate, in this instance, through having repeatedly noticed oneself behav
ing in an honest fashion.

Once the effects of familiarity with one's astrologically based personality
description are recognized, it is possible to account for all of the findings
related to the acceptance of ast rologically based personality descriptions.
The data indicate that 1. astrologically based personality descriptions have
some reliability, 2. knowing that a particular description applies to one's
own sign increases its perceived validity, 3. the Barnum description is seen
to be as accurate as one's own zodiac sign's personality description even
whcn descriptions are identified by the appropriate sign, and 4. people who
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have read a personality description of their own zodiac sign at some time in
the past rate their own sign's description to be more accurate than do
people who have never read a personality description of their own sign,
even when descriptions are not identified by zodiac sign. These results
suggest that acceptance of astrologically based personality descriptions are
due to 1. the reliability of such descriptions, 2. knowing that the descrip
tion is for one's own zodiac sign, 3. the Barnum effect, and 4. familiarity.
Even "nonbelievers" may feel that the personality description of their own
sign is remarkably accurate because they may recognize elements of the
description and confuse familiarity with accuracy.

Many "believers" and even some "nonbelievers" feel that astrologically
based personality descriptions provide accurate characterizations of people.
Explanations for the percei ved validity of such descriptions can be offered
without resorting to astrological tenets. But what have yet to be investi
gated are the consequences of such beliefs; whether one's reading of, e.g.,
"As a Virgo, you are gregarious and outgoing," would affect one's self
assessment or behavior and perhaps create a self-fulfilling prophecy.
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